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Abstract
On the one hand, empiricists debate on which and how many labor dimensions are relevant for
understanding the employment eects of the 1990's service oshoring boom.

On the other hand,

theorists pursue trade theory's traditional goal: to explain wage-responses to the shock. This paper
rationalizes recent evidence on employment and reconciles theory with a current empirical debate.
To this purpose, the article derives employment responses that are continous in occupations' oshoring costs and depend on two labor dimensions: skill-intensities and tradeability characteristics.
Furthermore, the paper yields intutitive wage-respsonses and addresses theorists' traditional concern.
In particular, under the assumption that knowledge is occupation-specic, the article derives wageresponses that are not fully explained by skill-levels. More precisely, service oshoring deteriorates
the wage of many skilled workers whose tasks have relatively low oshoring costs.
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Introduction and Motivation

The Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) revolution extended the traditional notion of
oshoring to the purchase of foreign services. Before the revolution, oshoring only referred to relocation
of production stages abroad. However, the technological improvements allowed for previously nontradeable services to be delivered from remote distances at low costs, in the 1990's. Consequently, rms started
to oshore services to low-wage countries.[16][25]
Furthermore, the new form of oshoring brought fears and political debates.[17] Detractors argued
that service oshoring would create employment and income losses. In particular, they argued that the
white collar population from developed countries would be the great losers from the service oshoring
boom.[2] This paper sheds light on these concerns.
Globalization and international trade have created losers since the late 19th century.[5] In the skillabundant countries, the rst unbundling in Badwin's words, contracted output in the sectors that most
intensively used unskilled labor. These output contractions reduced the demand for unskilled workers
and deteriorated their employment conditions. Furthermore, the boom in relocation of production stages
harmed unskilled workers in the 1980's, as well.

These workers had to face competition from their

foreign pairs because the relocated stages were unskilled labor intensive.[15] Hence, losers from trade
have traditionally been recognized by their skill group.
As the ICT revolution inaugurated a new globalization era, [8][18] the classication into skill groups
might have lost its ability to distinguish losers from trade.

The ICT revolution might have caused

heterogeneous oshoring costs reductions for occupations with similar skill intensities. Therefore, workers
with the same skill levels might feel dierently the eects of the service oshoring boom.
As highlighted by many authors,[5] the commencement of a new era might require a new paradigm.
Empiricists and theorists have partially responded to this need.
and rm levels of disaggregation with the occupational level.

Empiricists are replacing the sector

This ner disaggregation permits them

to capture within skill-group heterogeneity and, ultimately, to compare employment responses across
occupations. Dierent responses within skill groups would conrm the need for a new labor classication.
Along these lines, several authors have proposed a classication accounting for dierences in the
oshoring costs of labor tasks. According to this view, employment should only respond negatively in
occupations whose oshoring costs fell.[5] Therefore, employment should fall among call center agents,
whose tasks are easily oshored, but not among truck drivers, whose tasks are not oshorable.
Even more recently, some evidence (Autor

et al.

(2008)[4]; Becker

et al.

(2009)[6]; Crino (2009)[11]

and Crino (2010)[12]) suggests that the traditional skill-approach should be combined with dierences in
tradeability characteristics. In particular, Crino shows that the two labor dimensions jointly determine
the employment responses of the U.S. white collar population. There is not a conclusive answer yet on
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which and how many of the labor dimensions are relevant for understanding oshoring eects. This is
still a controversial academic debate.
Theorists have responded to the hypothetical needs created by the ICT revolution, as well. However,
these responses ignore the concerns risen by empirical work. Whereas empirics mainly turned its attention
to employment responses, theory has followed its traditional goal: to explain the skill premium behavior.
Furthermore, some models classify labor in two dimensions, but they give a low weight to tradeability. In
particular, this weight is insucient to address the empirical question on asymmetries across occupations.
Hence, theory and empirics are growing apart.
The greatest contribution of this paper is to connect the empirical and theoretical work on service
oshoring. Three characteristics of this article reconcile theory with recent empirical debates.
First, the model is a joint explanation: it explains wage and employment responses to service oshoring. Wage-responses are derived from the assumption of labor immobility in the short-run: as the
ICT revolution hits the economy, occupational wages move to restore equilibrium in the labor markets.
These wage-changes give workers incentives to switch to better-paid occupations. Employment responses
then result from the switching among occupations.
Second, the model does not provide a unicasual explanation.

As opposed to existing literature, a

unique labor dimension does not fully explain responses to service oshoring. Instead, both dimensions
play a signicant role:

tradeability and skill characteristics jointly determine employment and wage-

responses to service oshoring. This property of the model approaches theory to the empirical debate
mentioned above.
Third, the model can be confronted with data. In particular, wage and employment responses are
continuous with respect to the oshoring costs of the occupations.

Continuity represents a contribu-

tion to the existing literature, in which labor with similar tradeability responds very dierently to the
technological shock. Besides, continuity approaches theory to recent empirical literature, which builds
continuous indices to measure tradeability.
Furthermore, since wage-responses are not fully explained by skill levels, this model proposes more
intuitive explanations than existing models. In my framework, service oshoring causes wage-loses for
occupations with low-oshoring costs and wage-increases for occupations with high oshoring costs. In
other words, the ICT revolution reduces radiologists' wages, but it makes physicians better o. Besides
being intuitive, this result is supported by empirical evidence for white-collar occupations.
Moreover, this paper makes a purely theoretical contribution. When determining the set of oshored
activities or services, existing oshoring models emphasize either tradeability or skill intensities. This
paper provides a unied framework, in which all aspects of the activities play a signicant role.
In a stream of models, production activities are either tradeable or non-tradeable. Therefore, the set
of oshored activities is exogenous, as for the tradeability dimension of labor. These models emphasize
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the skill dimension and make a factor proportion argument: developed countries relocate activities or
services that are unskilled labor intensive.

1

Another stream lets oshoring costs dier within skill groups. In these models, the set of oshored
activities is endogenous and determined by skill and tradeability characteristics.

However, these se-

tups assume a one-to-one mappings between oshoring costs and factor intensities. Hence, the role of
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tradeability becomes as little as in the previous stream.

In a third stream, the sets of oshored tasks or inputs are endogenously determined, as well.

3 Fur-

thermore, the mapping between factor intensities and oshoring costs is not one-to-one, then tradeability
plays a signicant role in determining oshored activities.

In other words, inputs with a given factor

intensity may or may not be oshored, depending on their oshoring costs. These models shed light on
the role of tradeability.
My framework integrates the factor proportion argument and tradability analysis. To this purpose,
it considers two skill groups and two sectors: one sector produces the skill intensive good and the other
produces the unskilled labor intensive product. The production of each good is given by a continuum of
tasks, which I interpret as occupations.
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I let these tasks dier in their factor intensities. Moreover, I link the intensities to sectors: skilled
tasks are specic to the production of the skill intensive good. Linking factor intensities to sectors permits
to make a straightforward factor proportion argument: skill-abundant countries oshore a larger set of
unskilled tasks.

This property makes the model dierent from the third and similar to the rst two

streams mentioned above.
Furthermore, I let the tasks dier in their tradeability characteristics. The model breaks the one-toone mapping between factor intensities and oshoring costs.

Therefore, tradeability becomes relevant

for determining the set of oshored services. This property makes the model dierent from the rst two
streams. Moreover, this property reconciles the three streams.
Finally, consider the occupation switching mentioned above. In my model, the ICT revolution creates
incentives for workers to switch to non-oshored occupations. To this purpose, workers acquire specic
human capital through a retraining process. This notion of retraining diers from the traditional concept
and has dierent public policy implications.
On the one hand, traditional frameworks study the acquisition of higher skills, which workers use
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for switching to skill intensive sectors. The natural interpretation for this retraining notion then is the
acquisition of a college degree. Furthermore, this retraining concept suggests that authorities facilitate
skill-upgrading and provide more analytic skills to the developed countries' population. As an example,

1 See Bhagwati et al. 2004[7], Deardor 2005[14], Treer, 2006 [33] and Markusen, 2006[27] for
2 Kohler, 2004[23]and Basco, 2010[13] for some examples.
3 Lommerud et al. 2009[26] and Grossman and Rossi-Hansberg, 2008[19].
4 In the following, except in Section 2. I use the terms tasks and occupations indistinguishably.
5 See Neary (1985)[29] for an example.
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some examples.

policy makers should induce students to become computer programmers instead of cashiers.
On the other hand, my retraining model highlights the relocation of workers across occupations with
dierent tradeability characteristics.

In order to fullll less tradeable occupations, workers might not

have to acquire a college degree, but only to spend some time at a community college. Moreover, my
retraining notion suggests that authorities induce students to become labor relations managers, whose
work requires interpersonal contact, rather than web designers, whose work can be delivered from remote
distances.
The consideration of a non-standard retraining notion responds to the distinctive characteristic of
the 1990's oshoring boom. The standard retraining notion seemed more suitable for periods in which
competition occurred within sectors. However, the ICT revolution triggered international competition
among individual workers employed in the same occupations.

Hence, labor relocation seemed more

natural among occupations than among sectors.
To summarize, the main goal of this article is to connect theory to recent empirical debates. Furthermore, the paper addresses the labor relocation caused by the revolution and questions the role of public
policy in the context of an ICT-world. In the attempt of achieving these goals, the article unies streams
of oshoring theory.
I develop the model in the remainder of the paper. In section 2. I present recent empirical ndings on
oshoring and I present evidence that supports my theoretical approach. In section 3. I display the setup
and solve the model allowing for trade in goods. In section 4. I allow for service oshoring and obtain
wage-responses at the occupational level. I feed a simple retraining model with these wage-responses in
Section 5. Section 6. summarizes the results and Section 7. gives a rst step in understanding the new
role of public policy. Section 7. concludes.

2

Stylized Facts and Theoretical Literature

This section presents empirical evidence on the economic consequences of service oshoring.

First,

I present the time-trend of service oshoring and use this trend to justify aspects of my theoretical
approach. Second, I go over evidence on employment and wages and show how existing theory fails to
explain the most recent ndings.

Finally, I provide empirical evidence supporting my assumption on

labor immobility in the short run.
Before the ICT revolution, service oshoring was almost inexistent. However, the technological improvements caused an abrupt and discreet change in its time-trend: service oshoring has been sharply
rising since then. Amiti and Wei (2005,2009)[2][3] Crino (2009)[11] and Treer (2006)[34] have documented the existence of two easily distinguishable periods for dierent countries.
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Inspired by Feenstra and Hanson's work on material ohoring, Amity and Wei retrieved IMF trade
data and obtained proxies for service oshoring at the industry level. The authors then used these proxies
to compute U.S and U.K. average shares of service imports. Their data shows that the U.S. average share
increased from 0.4 percent to 0.8 percent over the 1992-2005 period. Similarly, the U.K. average share
rose from 3.5 to 5.5.
Crino built the same proxies as Amity and Wei using BEA data for U.S. manufacturing industries.
His analysis suggests that service oshoring was almost zero before 1995 and started to rise exponentially
since then. Finally, Treer provided evidence for the case of Canada. The author retrieved data from
the OECD for 1997-2004 and studied growth rates for dierent services categories. He concluded that
service oshoring started to grow exceptionally in the late 1990's.
These particularities of the service oshoring time-trend shape the choice of my theoretical approach.
In particular, I model the ICT revolution as a discreet and abrupt reduction in oshoring costs. This
reduction divides my analysis in two regimes. The rst regime, characterized by high oshoring costs,
represents the previous revolution period; the second regime represents the post-revolution period, in
which oshoring costs are relatively low. The comparison of these two periods allows me to isolate the
economic eects of the service oshoring boom.
The two-regime approach diers from the traditional comparative-statics analysis, which focuses on
marginal changes and requires for service oshoring to have been taking place already. This article is not
the only to use the two-regime approach; Bhagwati

et al.

(2004)[7], Deardor (2005)[14] and Markusen

(2006)[27] use the same methodology.
Let me now comment on the evidence about employment responses to oshoring. Two related questions have dominated the scene of empirical work. Addressing a major concern in the media,[17] empiricists have attempted to measure the number of jobs that are or will be potentially lost to service
oshoring. A dierent but closely related question is on the nature of these jobs. The two questions are
related because, as several authors argue, the nature of a job might be relevant for its propensity to be
oshored.
Amiti and Wei (2005,2009)[2][3] studied the magnitude of the aggregate oshoring eect at the sector
level.

The authors took rst dierences in their labor demand specications and estimated the rela-

tionship between job growth and growth of oshoring. For the U.S. the eect was signicant, negative
and small.

Even more interestingly, this result was sensitive to the aggregation level.

The small and

signicant eect was for a sample decomposed in 450 sectors. However, as their sample was decomposed
into 96 sectors, the signicance disappeared. Amiti and Wei speculated that the sensitivity was explained
by asymmetric employment responses across sectors.
Other authors argue that the nature of an occupation is relevant for its propensity to be oshored, so
they work at ner disaggregation levels. These studies have attempted to distinguish occupations aected
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by oshoring from a judgment on their oshorability characteristics. Several characteristics have been
proposed.
Blinder (2009)[9] distinguished services according to whether they required face-to-face interaction.[8]
Services not requiring face-to-face interaction were called impersonal services and considered easier to
oshore. Using this criterium, the author found that between 22% and 29% of all U.S. jobs are or will be
potentially oshorability in the coming two decades. Furthermore, Blinder found no correlation between
an occupation's oshorability and its skill intensity. The non-correlation emphasized tradeability, as it
separated its role from the eect of skill intensities, the traditionally considered labor dimension. Hence,
Blinder's work highlights the importance of tradeability.
Van Welsum and Vickery (2005)[35] combined Blinder's idea with additional features of occupations.
The authors classied occupations not requiring face-to-face interaction, being involved in routines tasks
and having become tradeable with the ICT revolution as oshorable occupations.

According to their

data, around 20% of total employment in the EU15, the United States, Canada and Australia could
potentially be aected by oshoring.
Jensen and Kletzer determined occupations' oshorability using geogeraphic concentration. First, the
authors distinguished occupations involved in the production of services that were geographically concentrated in the U.S. These occupations were classied as tradeable in the U.S. and therefore, as tradable
internationally. As Blinder, the authors investigated a potential correlation between oshorability and
skill intensities: they found that workers in tradable occupations were more highly educated.
Moreover, Jensen and Kletzer studied employment growth rates across tradeable and non tradeable
occupations with dierent skill intensities. Their data showed higher rates for tradeable service occupations. As this outcome is linked to the correlation between tradeability and skill intensities, their results
suggest that employment growth rates were higher for skill intensive occupations. Therefore, their results

6 Jensen and Kletzer's work emphasize the factor

are consistent with a comparative advantage argument.
proportion argument and skill dimension of labor.

The apparent disparities between Blinder and Jensen and Kletzer's results on the mentioned correlation and employment eects raise the question on which dimensions of labor are empirically relevant.
Whereas Blinder and other authors emphasized tradeability characteristics, Jensen and Kletzer considered these characteristics, but concluded that skill levels were more relevant. These two approaches were
reconciled by Crino for the case of the white-collar population.
Crino investigated the role of skills and tradability characteristics jointly for the U.S. white-collar
population.

His sample covered 112 U.S. occupations and 144 industries between 1997 and 2006.

In

order to measure tradeabilty, the author constructed occupation indices dened over a continuous space

6 Interpreting

causality should be done with cautious here because provide summary statistics but the do not run an

econometrics analisys.
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and based on the job's characteristics considered by Van Welsum and Vickery.
The author derived labor demands for occupations in which service oshoring acted as a shifter.
Then, he estimated demand elasticities with respect to that shifter. Two major ndings summarize his
results. First, there was a higher number of positive (negative) elasticities among the skilled (unskilled)
occupations. In addition, the occupations with negative elasticities tended to be more tradable.
Second, Crino run a joint analysis, in which the author mixed tradeability features and skill intensities. This analysis disentangled the role of each labor dimension. In particular, the probability that
employment responds positively was increasing in an occupation's oshoring costs, given its skill intensity. Furthermore, this probability increased with skill intensities, given tradeability characteristics. To
summarize, Crino's results suggest that the two labor dimensions should be considered, and that they
should be considered jointly.
Note that Crino's work is compatible with Amity and Wei's. As speculated by the latters, Crino's
results show that data should be disaggregated at a higher level. If each sector had a dierent mix of occupations, which is highly probable, Crino's results would explain why sector-responses were asymmetric
in Amity and Wei's sample.
Furthermore, Crino's work is consistent with Jensen and Kletzer's, as well.

In their paper, the

employment growth rate is negative for tradable occupations in the lowest-skill quartile, but positive for
the rest of quartiles. This indicates that the impact of service oshoring on employment depends on the
two labor dimensions, which is the main message of Crino's results.
In addition, Crino's work is consistent with other studies arguing that the two labor dimension are
relevant for explaining labor outcomes in the 1990's and 2000's. Author et al. (2008)[4] suggested that
shifts in the demands for non-routine (less tradeable) tasks could partially explain the polarization in
U.S. earnings. According to the authors, this explanation should be combined with shifts in the standard
skill demand because employment and wage growth were positively correlated by skill percentile.
Crino's results are rationalized by the model I propose in this paper. To the best of my knowledge,
no existing model rationalizes this evidence. A good approach in this direction was taken by Markusen
and Strand (2008)[28]. The authors attempted to introduce a role for tradeability in a standard factor
proportion model. Entrepreneurs were the least tradeable occupation, but rms could only oshore their
jobs by setting headquarters in the foreign country. Their approach is dierent from mine as I propose a
continuous measure of tradeability and let occupations continuously respond according to this measure.
Furthermore, I do not constraint myself to FDI decisions.
Another big step was that given by Grossman and Rossi-Hansberg. In their setup, the employment
implications of service osoring are dierent across skill-groups, for some cases. In particular, if oshoring
costs dier across skill-groups, the extensive margins of the aected tasks dier across skills. If oshoring
costs dier across industries, the intensive margin at which the tasks are aected depends on their skill
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intensities. Furthermore, their model produces dierent employment implications for the set oshored
and non-oshored tasks.
As for employment outcomes, my approach diers from theirs in two three ways. First, my model
generates asymmetric intensive and extensive margins across skill-groups.

Second, in order to create

these asymmetries, my setup relies on a factor proportion argument and not on correlations between
tradeability and skill-groups or sectors.

Third, my setup generates dierent employment implications

within the set of oshored tasks, according to these tasks' oshoring costs.
Let me now turn to the evidence on wages, which is little.

Crino (2010)[12] found positive and

signicant correlation between changes in occupational wages and changes in occupational employment,
even after controlling for variations in the occupational supply. In other words, wages have increased in
skilled occupations composed by hardly tradable tasks. This indicates that changes in employment are
more likely to have been produced by demand shocks.
None of the existing models rationalizes this evidence as, in these models, wage responses are fully
explained by skill-levels. In order to introduce a role for tradeability characteristics, I rely on the puttyclay assumption: as human capital is task-specic, once that labor putty is allocated to tasks, it hardens
into occupation clay. Therefore, labor cannot shift after a shock and wages must absorb all the adjustment
in the short-run.
This model explain Crino's empirical evidence on wages. To this purpose, I follow existing oshoring
theory and distinguish two eects on wages.

First, I consider a

productivity eect.

Existing theory

recognizes channels through which oshoring increases the demand for domestic workers. In most cases,
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labor demands rise due to the increase in domestic rms' productivity generated by oshoring. My
productivity eect diers from the literature's in that oshoring benets every worker, in this model.
This dierence has a non-trivial implication: service oshoring makes some workers better o, even when
their jobs are oshored. A second channel developed by the literature shows that domestic workers are
more exposed to foreign competition due to oshoring. This higher exposure to foreign competition tends
to push domestic wages down. As opposed to the literature's, my model's competition eect does not act
homogeneously across workers with dierent oshoring costs. Foreign competition more strongly harms
workers in more easily tradeable occupations.
Finally, let me introduce some empirical evidence on my putty-clay assumption, which drives my
model's wage results. Kambourov and Manovskii (2009)[21], who studied the U.S. economy for 1969-1997,
claimed that wage changes were linked to labor mobility over that period. In particular, the authors'
suggested that much of the increase in wage inequality was explained by two features: changes in the
demands for specic occupations and the occupational specicity of human capital.
Furthermore, in a dierent paper (Kambourov and Manovskii (2009)[22]), the authors found empirical

7 See[26]and[19]for

some examples.
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support for the specicity of human capital. Ritter (2008)[31] built upon Kambourov and Manovskii's
work and found that human capital tended to be more specic in occupations that were potentially
tradable. The author designed a model to explain workers' reallocation across occupations. However,
Ritter focused on the dynamics of adjustment and proposed a calibrable model, for which he did not
derive theoretical results. Moreover, the author did not endogenize rms' oshoring decisions.

3

Good-Trade Equilibrium

In this section, I present a Two-Good Two-Factor model. I use this model to study a regime in which
oshoring costs are so high that rms do not import tasks.
There are two world regions: Home and the rest of the world.

Variables that refer to the rest of

the world are identied by a superscript asterisk (*). Skilled and unskilled workers are distributed over
continuums whose lenghts are

Ls

and

Lu , respectively.

Home is a relatively skill-abundant country, which

is formally stated as follows:

(1)

Ls
L∗
> ∗s
Lu
Lu

The two nal goods are a skill-intensive product denoted by
by

Yu .

Ys

and an unskill-intensive good denoted

I focus on the case in which Home exports the skill-intensive good. This is the most empirically

appealing case and prediction of a Two-Good Two-Factor model from any textbook.
Home is a small country with technological advantage.

As a small country, Home does not aect

either good prices or foreign wages, which are taken as exogenous. Therefore, domestic wages should be
expressed in terms of them in equilibrium. Appendix 1. shows that if Home were a large country, domestic
wages could be written in terms of factor endowments, technologies and the measure of transportation
cost I introduce below.
Production is modelled in terms of tasks, so that the model's disaggregation level is appropriate
for matching the data.

As noted in the introduction, I interpret these tasks as occupations and refer

indistinguishably to both terms. Technologies are given by the Cobb-Douglas functions used by Acemoglu

et al.

which I display below.[1]

There are two types of tasks, skilled and unskilled tasks.

I follow Grossman and Rossi-Hansberg

and assume that tasks performed by a given factor require similar amounts of that factor. Without loss
of generality, skilled tasks require a unit of skilled labor and unskilled tasks a unit of unskilled labor.
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Furthermore, tasks are specic factors: skilled tasks are only used for producing
only used for producing
normalized to

1.

Yu .

Hence, technologies are summarized by the following expressions:

´1

(4) Ys∗ = e
i

j  [s, u]

is an index of tasks,
and

and unskilled tasks

Also without loss of generality, the measure of tasks for each factor is

(2) Ys = Ae

where

Ys

A>1

zi,j

0

´1
0

ln(zi,s )di

(3) Yu = Ae

∗
ln(zi,s
)di

(5) Yu∗ = e

denotes the amount of task

´1

´1
0

0

ln(zi,u )di

∗
ln(zi,u
)di

i  [0, 1]

used in the production of good

denotes Home's Hicks-neutral technological parameter. Notice in equations

two features of the production functions. First, the symmetry across the

(2) − (5),

j -skilled tasks in the expressions

displayed above. The implication of this symmetry is that output is maximized as tasks are used in the
same quantity, for a given total amount of labor type

j.

Second, outputs are positive only if every single

task is used.
The goods market is perfectly competitive and trade costs, which are of the Samuelson-Bergson
iceberg type (1952)[32], apply to both industries. In particular, for one unit of a product to arrive in the
other region,

τ (τ > 1)

must be shipped.

We are now ready to approach the equilibrium of this economy. An equilibrium is characterized by a
sequence of wages

j  [s,u]

{wi,j }i  [0,1]

that fullls two sets of requirements: the task-market clearing and zero-

prot conditions. Let me start with market clearing and, more specically, with the output constrained
demands for tasks. Firms minimize costs given the technology displayed in equations

(2) − (4) and derive

the following demands:

d
(6) zi,j

=(

e

∗d
(7) zi,j
= (e

where

d
zi,j

´1
0

ln(wi,j )di

Awi,j
´1
∗
0 ln(wi,j )di
∗
wi,j

)Yj Y j  [s, u] ; Y i  [0, 1]
)Yj∗

is the output constrainted demand for task

Notice that in each region, the

j -skilled

Y j  [s, u] ; Y i  [0, 1]
i

in sector

j,

and

wi,j

is the price of that task.

demands are symmetric across tasks, which is an implication of

the symmetry in the production function mentioned above.
The symmetry in the demands gives no demand-driven reasons for prices to be dierent in equilibrium:
only if the supplies of tasks were dierent, their prices could dier in equilibrium. Notice also that the
only case for which the output constrained demand for task

wi,j

i

in sector

j

goes to zero is when its price

goes to innite. This property guarantees that every single task is used in equilibrium.
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I next comment on the other side of the market, the supply of tasks. A worker is able to supply any of
the tasks intensive in her skill level. Among these tasks then, every worker prefers to supply the task(s)
with the highest return(s). Therefore, as long as a task(s) does not have the highest return, no worker

0

wants to supply it. More formally, denote ij the
the supply of any task

ij  [0, 1] ij 6= i0j

j -skilled task(s) with the strictly highest return(s),

then

is equal to zero.

Let me use the task demands and supplies to describe the wage sequences

j  [s,u]

{wi,j }i  [0,1]

task-markets. The task-markets clearing sequences are such that all prices of the

that clear the

j -intensive

tasks are

0
equal. In other words, any sequence for which there is a j -skilled task(s) ij with a strictly higher return(s)
is not an equilibrium, as shown in Appendix 2. More formally, if a sequence of wages

j  [s,u]

{wi,j }i  [0,1]

clears

the task-markets, this sequence is characterized by the following equations:

Equations

(8)

and

(9)

(8) wi,s = ws Y i  [0, 1]

wi,u = wu Y i  [0, 1]

∗
(9) wi,s
= ws∗ Y i  [0, 1]

∗
wi,u
= wu∗ Y i  [0, 1]

provide price-conditions under which task-markets clear. Plugging these price-

conditions in the tasks demands displayed in

(6)

(7),

and

I obtain the equilibrium quantity of each task.

These quantities determine the allocation of labor across tasks, which I display in the following:

(10) zi,s = Ls Y i  [0, 1] zi,u = Lu Y i  [0, 1]
∗
∗
(11) zi,s
= L∗s Y i (0, 1) zi,u
= L∗u Y i  [0, 1]

Equations

(10)

and

(11)

state that skilled and unskilled labor are evenly allocated across tasks in

equilibrium. If no ICT revolution took place and the world were perpetually well described by this rst
regime, the allocations displayed in

(10)

and

(11)

would be the Pareto ecient allocations. The reason

being that these are the allocations the maximize output, as noted in the discussion of the production
function. In particular, when labor is evenly allocated across tasks, output in each industry is given by
the following expressions:

(12) Ys1 = ALs (13) Yu1 = ALu
(14) Ys1 ∗ = L∗s

(15) Yu1 ∗ = L∗u
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where

Yj1

is the equilibrium output of good

j

in the rst regime.

Note in equations

(12) − (15),

the

production of each good is determined by countries' technologies and labor endowments of the specic
factor.

Furthermore, the two world-regions produce both goods; in this model, equilibrium requires

incomplete specialization.
Equations

(8) − (15)

dene market clearing in the task-markets. In order to solve for domestic wages

in equilibrium, I use this task-market clearing and the zero-prots conditions, which I approach below.
Notice rst that equilibrium requires incomplete specialization.

Under incomplete specialization, the

zero-prot conditions are fullled when the eective price of each good equals its unit cost of production.
Moreover, since the production functions displayed above summarize CRS technologies, units cost of
production equal marginal costs. These marginal costs are given by the following:

(15) M Cj =

e

´1

(16) M Cj∗ = e
where

M Cj

0

ln(wi,,j )di

Y j  [s, u] ; Y i  [0, 1]

A
´1
0

∗
ln(wi,j
)di

Y j  [s, u] ; Y i  [0, 1]

denotes the unit cost of production in sector

j.

The expressions displayed in

(15)

and

(16)

are readily simplied by imposing market clearing in the task-market. In particular, I impose the price
conditions displayed in equations

(8)

and

(9)

in the marginal cost denitions shown above.

The unit

costs of production are then given by the following expressions:

(150 ) M Cj =

wj
Y j  [s, u] ; Y i  [0, 1]
A

(160 ) M Cj∗ = wj∗ Y j  [s, u] ; Y i  [0, 1]

The last step in setting the zero-prot conditions is to equalize the unit costs displayed above to the
eective price of the goods in each world region. Notice that eective prices are dierent across regions
because transport costs prevent price equalization. The zero-prot conditions are given by the following
expressions:

(17) pT =

ws
wu
(18) τ =
A
A

(19) pT τ = ws∗ (20) 1 = wu∗
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where

pT

denotes the equilibrium relative price of the skill-intensive good,

and the number
Equations

1

τ

is the iceberg cost measure

denotes that the price of the unskill intensive good has been chosen as the numeraire.

(17) − (20)

state that if Home imports the unskill-intensive good, its domestic price equals its

world price times the iceberg costs measure.
Let me now rearrange equations

(17)−(20) in order to display relative wages by skill-groups.

I will use

these relative wages to provide intuition on the ICT revolution eects in the next Section. Rearranging
equations

(17) − (20)

yields:

(21)
Note in equations

ws
A
wu
=
(22) ∗ = Aτ
∗
ws
τ
wu

(21) − (22), both skilled and unskilled domestic relative wages increase with Home's

technological advantage. In other word, Home's technological advantage is the reason for relatively high
wages. Furthermore, if this advantage is suciently large, rms will nd it protable to oshore labor
in the next section. Notice also that the impact of transportation costs is not the same on skilled and
unskilled relative wages. Moreover, its impact is not the same across regions either. This statement is
more formally written as follows:

(23)

Equation

(23)

ws
w∗
1 w∗
= 2 ( s∗ ) < s∗
wu
τ wu
wu

shows that the domestic relative wage is lower for skilled workers.

In other words,

transport costs do not allow for trade in goods to equalize relative wages: these relative wages still reect
dierences in factor proportions and Home's comparative advantage in the skill-intensive good. The lack
of relative factor prices equalization is the driving force generating most of the results in this model. In
particular, it guarantees that oshoring has heterogeneous eects on skilled and unskilled workers.
The relationship between non factor price equalization and asymmetric oshoring eects has been
emphasized by other factor proportion models. For example, in Deardor 's one-product model (2005)[14],
set at a lower disaggregation level, relative factor prices do not equalize because rms oshore a production
activity, instead of occupations. In this paper, I choose a more disaggregated level and a simpler but
realistic argument, such as transportation costs. I proceed this way as I prefer to emphasize implications:
service oshoring harms more strongly unskilled than skilled workers.
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4

Task and Good Trade Equilibrium
In this section, I present the second regime of the model, in which oshoring costs fall and become

so low that rms decide to import tasks. Then, I solve for domestic wages in equilibrium and compare
these wages to those found in the previous section. The comparison provides wage responses, which I
use to feed my retraining model, in the next section.
In the previous section, rms' only choice was to decide how much of each task to purchase. In this
section, rms decide besides on which tasks to oshore.
determine a cuto traded task, which I call

I.

I let oshoring costs dier across tasks, and

As Grossman and Rossi-Hansberg, I order tasks in each

continuum, so that oshoring costs are non-decreasing and a task's oshoring costs are indexed by
These costs are expressed in terms of foreign labor requirements: a rm that performs task
requires

βt(i)

i

i.

abroad

units of foreign labor.

The parameter

β

denotes the Grossman and Rossi-Hansberg's shift parameter.

I model the ICT

revolution as a discreet fall in the value of this parameter, which reduces oshoring costs unevenly across
tasks. Therefore, only some of the tasks will be oshored in equilibrium, under the assumptions I display
below. In particular, a task

i

will be oshored if and only if its oshoring costs are lower than those of

the cuto traded task. In other words, task

i

will be osshored if and only if

i < I.

In order to rule out the uninteresting case in which all tasks are imported, I assume that

t(.)

is

increasing enough. This function is assumed to be twice continously dierentiable, which simplies the
exposition. In addition, I assume that

βt(0) > 1,

so that at least some oshoring takes place. Moreover,

to ensure that at least some skilled tasks are oshored, I need an additional assumption. This condition
guarantees that the rst regime's relative wage for skilled workers is suciently large. In particular, I
make the following assumption :

(24)

Assumption

(24)

A
> βt(0)
τ

has a straightforward interpretation: Home's technological advantage must be suf-

ciently large. As Home has a great technological advantage, its skilled wage is so high that it becomes
protable for domestic rms to oshore skilled labor.
We are now ready to approach the second regime's equilibrium. As in the last section, an equilibrium
sequence of wages

j  [s,u]

{wi,j }i  [0,1]

clears the task-markets and fullls the zero-prot conditions. However,

since rms must decide on which tasks to oshore, an equilibrium sequence must fulll an extra condition
in this section: rms' choice of the cuto traded task

I
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must minimize costs, given the tasks prices implied

by the sequence.
Let me rst consider the cost minimizing condition. To this purpose, I distinguish a dierent cuto
for each skill-group. There is a cuto for skilled labor

Is , which slices a continuum into oshored and non-

oshored skilled tasks; besides, there is a cuto for unskilled labor

Iu ,

which slices the other continuum

into oshored and non-oshored unskilled tasks. Consider two observations regarding these cutos.
First, the cutos dier in equilibrium. The reason is that oshoring unskilled labor is more protable
than oshoring skilled labor: the domestic unskilled relative wage is higher than it is the domestic skilled
relative wage. Second, the cutos do not distinguish between Home-made and foreign-produced tasks.
As noted in the introduction, human capital is occupation specic, so labor cannot be relocated across
dierent tasks. Hence, all tasks are Home-produced in the short run.
When deciding which tasks to oshore, domestic rms' objective is to minimize their production

(15)

costs. I next use the domestic marginal costs dened in equation

and show how these costs depend

on the choice of the cutos. Firms' minimizing cost decisions are summarized by the following equations:

´ Js

where

wnt,j

Jj

(25) M inJs

e[1−Js ]ln(wnt,s )+
M Cs (Js ) =
A

(26) M inJu

e[1−Ju ]ln(wnt,u )+
M Cu (Ju ) =
A

denotes a choice of the

j 's

skill-group cuto,

is the price of any non-traded task. Notice in

wj∗ βt(i)

is

0

ln(ws∗ βt(i))

´ Ju
0

i

∗
ln(wu
βt(i))

task's eective importing price, and

(25) and (26), all non-oshored tasks perceive the same

wage -given a skill intensity-. Furthermore, the wage of each oshored task equals its importing eective
price. As I show below, wages must fulll these conditions so that task-markets are in equilibrium.
The minimization problems set in

(25)

and

(26)

yield straightforward oshoring rules. These rules

are displayed in the following equations:

−import task i if and only if ws∗ βt(i) < wnt,s
−import task i if and only if wu∗ βt(i) < wnt,u
Domestic rms oshore a task

i

if and only if that reduces their marginal costs. This happens when

the importing eective price of the task is lower than its price in the domestic market
oshoring rules displayed above, I obtain equilibrium conditions for the cutos:
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wnt,j .

From the

(27) wnt,s = ws∗ βt(Is ) wnt,u = wu∗ βt(Iu )
where

Is

and

Iu

are the skilled and unskilled labor cutos in equilibrium.

Equation

(27)

states that

rms must be indierent between oshoring and purchasing the equilibrium cuto task in the domestic
market. This equation establishes a relationship between non-oshored tasks prices and the cuto traded
tasks in equilibrium. The other relationship is given by the zero-prot conditions, which I approach at
the end of this subsection.
Let me now turn to the second equilibrium condition: clearing in the domestic markets of tasks.
Figure 1. displays the market equilibrium for a traded task
the output constrained demand for this task, which I label

i0j

. The heavy weighted curves represent

Zi2,d
0 .
j

The solid and lighter weighted curve

1
represents its rst regime's demand, which I label Zi0 , and Point A denotes the rst regime's market
j
equilibrium. Finally, the straight vertical line depicts the supply of the task. Notice in the two output
constrained demands, I have imposed the equilibrium output of the rst regime

j

not to be sector

Figure 1.

greater than

Zi2,d
0

i0j 's

However,

Yj1

needs

's production in this second regime.

Figure 2.

Oshored task with low oshoring costs.

In Figure 1.

Yj1 .

j

Oshored task with high oshoring costs.

behaves dierently in each of the three easily distinguishable wage-zones. For wages

eective importing price

−wi0j > wj∗ βt(i0j )− Zi2,d
0
j

is a vertical line: as rms have access

0
to task ij at a lower price, their demand of the domestic task is zero. For a wage equal to the task's
eective importing price, rms are indierent between oshoring and purchasing the Home-produced
task. Therefore, they demand any quantity between

0

and the amount they would have demanded at

the same price in the rst regime. Finally, for wages lower than

wj∗ βt(i0j ),

the demands are the same in

0
the two regimes, as rms prefer not to oshore task ij .
As for the supply of the task, it is inelastic: workers supply the same amount as in the rst regime.
This is an implication of the putty-clay assumption: if workers workers wanted to fulll a dierent task,
they would have to invest time and money for additional specialized training. Workers might decide to
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do so and supply high-priced tasks in the long run. However, they must supply their labor at whatever
return they can in the short-run because retraining takes time.

00

Figure 2. depicts equilibrium in the domestic market of a traded task ij with higher oshoring costs,

i00j > i0j .

0

The demand for this task is given by a similar reasoning to that described for task ij . However,

notice in Figure 2. that as the eective importing price of

i00j

is greater,

Zi2,d
00
j

breaks at a higher wage.

In both Figures 1. and 2, equilibrium employment is determined by the supplies of tasks :
equilibrium quantity, as in the previous regime.
eective importing prices.

Lj

is the

Note that equilibrium wages are given by the tasks'

This conrms that the assumptions I used in my analysis of the optimal

oshoring rules were correct.

0

00

Furthermore, wages of tasks ij and ij are lower than their rst regime's price: Figures 1. and 2. show
that if the output level were the rst regime's, the equilibrium of any imported task should lie South-

8

East of Point A. The intuition for this result goes as follows: service oshoring allows rms to purchase
these workers' tasks at lower prices. Therefore, their wages must fall, so that domestic markets clear in
equilibrium. Let me call this eect of service oshoring on domestic wages the

foreign competition eect,

as it results from a higher exposure to foreign competition.
Moreover, notice that the equilibrium of a non-oshored tasks needs not to lie South-East of Point A,
as this task is not imported. Figure 3 depicts equilibria for tasks

0000

The strongly weighted curves denote the demand for task ij

i0000
j

and

i000
j ,

where

000
00
0
i0000
j > ij > ij > ij .

and the mildly weighted curves denote the

000
demand for task and ij . Note that the two equilibria happen at Point A, associated to a wage equal to

wE .

This wage is the same for the two tasks, which proves that the assumptions made in the analysis of

the optimal oshoring rules were correct.

Figure 3.

Non-oshored tasks.

Let me now approach the last equilibrium requirement: the zero-prot conditions. These conditions
provide the second relationship between the prices of the non-oshored tasks and choice of the cutos.

8 As

I show below, this is not necessarily true as all oshoring eects are considered.
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Therefore, these conditions, along with the optimal oshoring rules, determine the two endogenous
variables in equilibrium.
In order to set the last equilibrium requirement, I use the denitions for marginal costs displayed
in equations

(25)

and

(26),

the small-country assumption and the zero-prot conditions for the foreign

region, displayed in equations

(19)

and

(20).

As in the last section, rms make zero prots when unit production costs equal domestic prices.
As for unit costs, I use equations

(25)

and

(26).

These equations assume that all non-oshored tasks

perceive the same wage and that the wage of every oshored task equals its eective importing price. As
shown above, these assumptions are implied by the task-markets clearing conditions, so equations
and

(26)

(25)

provide valid denitions for marginal costs. As for domestic prices, I use the the small-country

assumption. Since Home is a small-country, it does not aect either good prices or foreign wages, and
therefore, equations

(19)

and

(20)

are still valid in this second regime. Setting the zero-prot condition

yields:

´ Js

w∗
e[1−Js ]ln(wnt,s )+
(30) s =
τ
A

0

ln(ws∗ βt(i))

´ Ju

(31) τ wu∗
Note that equations

(30)

and

(31)

e[1−Ju ]ln(wnt,u )+
=
A

0

∗
ln(wu
βt(i))

implicitly dene all vectors

(Jj , wnt,j )

that fulll the zero-prot

conditions. I next solve for non-oshored tasks prices, for which I manipulate the equations displayed
above. The manipulation yields:

∗

(300 ) wnt,s (Js ) = e[ln(ws )+
0

(31 ) wnt,u (Ju ) = e
Equation

∗
[ln(wu
)+

´J
ln( A )−Is ln(β)− 0 s ln((i))
τ
]
1−Is

´J
ln(Aτ )−Iu ln(β)− 0 u ln((i))
]
1−Iu

(300 ) states that the price for a non-oshored skilled tasks depends on Home's technological

advantage, the transport cost measure, the G-R shift parameter, and the choice of the cuto task
Equation

(310 )

Notice in

Js .

is the analogous for the price of the unskilled tasks.

(300 ), the price of the non-oshored tasks decreases with any parameter-change that reduces

the unit production cost, holding the cuto constant. Consider a fall in the unit production cost caused by
a rise in Home's Hicks neutral parameter, without loss of generality. As Home becomes more productive,
the price of the non-oshored tasks must rise, so that the marginal cost returns to its original value. As
the marginal cost returns to its original value, the zero-prot condition is restored.
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Finally, equation
choice

Js .

(300 ) provides

a relationship between the price of the non-oshored tasks and cuto

Js

In particular, this equation shows the price that fullls the zero prot conditions when

the equilibrium cuto. For this reason, let me call this price the zero-prot wage. Notice in

is

0

(30 ), when

the cuto choice equals zero, and oshoring does not happen, the zero-prot wage collapses to its rst
regime's value. In particular, it collapses to the skilled wage implied by equations

(17)

and

(19).

In the following subsection, I solve for the prices of the non-oshored tasks and equilibrium cutos.
To this purpose, I use the two equilibrium relationships between the endogenous variables: the optimal
oshoring rules derived in

(27)

and the zero-prots conditions, displayed in equations

Moreover, the wage-schedule for the domestic economy follows from feeding equations

(300 )

(28)

and

and

(310 ).

(29),

the

task-market clearing conditions, with the equilibrium values of these endogenous variables.

4.1 Oshoring And Wage Implications
Figure 4. depicts the determination of the endogenous variables in the particular case of a strictly

9

convex oshoring costs function. The solid and slightly weighted curve represents this function for the
rst regime.

The vertical intercept of the curve is

cheapest-to-oshore task.

β0 t(0),

which denotes the oshoring costs of the

As the ICT revolution hits the economy,

β

goes from

β0

to

β1 (β1 < β0 )

and the oshoring costs curve shifts down. The new curve is heavy weighted and represents the second
regime. In the following, I refer to this curve as the oshoring costs curve.
In Figure 4. the square dotted curve depicts equation

(310 ).

In particular, it shows the relationship

wnt,u (Ju )
between the zero prot to foreign wage ratio
and cuto choice
∗
wu
the curve is the wage ratio implied by equations

(18)

and

(20):

Ju .

The vertical intercept of

the rst regime's unskilled relative wage.

The circle dotted curve is the analogous relationship for skilled labor, displayed in equation

(300 ).

Let

me for now study markets equilibrium for unskilled labor.
Task-markets clear if all non-oshored tasks perceive the same wage and the wage of every oshored
task equals its eective importing price. I depart from task-markets clearing in Figure 4. Equilibrium
then requires two additional conditions:

optimal oshoring behavior and zero prots.

There is only

one Point at which these conditions are jointly fullled. This point is the intersection of the oshoring
costs and square dotted curves, denoted by

Iu .

Let me draw intuition on this equilibrium, for which I

distinguish two regions in Figure 4.
Consider the region given by cuto choices such that

Ju < Iu .

The square dotted curve is upward

sloping and concave. Furthermore, the curve lies above the oshoring costs curve, which implies that the

9 We

do not require this second derivative to be positive over the whole range of tasks; however, it gets easy to expose

the economic eects triggered by service oshoring in this case.
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inequality

wnt,u (Ju ) > wu∗ β0 t(Ju )

not satised for any

Ju

such that

holds over the whole region. Therefore, the optimal oshoring rule is

Ju < Iu

and none of these choices is an equilibrium. In other words,

oshoring costs are greater than zero-prot wages for any of these tasks, so rms have incentives to
oshore these occupations. By doing so, companies make savings that reduce their marginal costs.
Several articles argue that oshoring creates domestic savings or, equivalently, increases rms' pro-

10 Let me follow a seminal paper among these articles, Grossman and Rossi-Hansberg's setup,

ductivity.

and call the eect of service oshoring on rms' productivity, the

eect

productivity eect.

The

productivity

is represented by the area lying above the oshoring cost function and below the square dotted

curve over the region

Ju < I u .

Note that this area shrinks as rms expand their set of oshored tasks;

Ju .

rms' marginal savings are decreasing in the cuto choice

Hence, rms' marginal savings are positive

and decreasing over this region.
Positive and decreasing marginal savings explain why the square dotted curve is upward sloping and
concave, respectively. As marginal savings are positive, rms' marginal costs become lower. This marginal
costs reduction induces a rise in the zero-prots wage, so that the square dotted curve is upward sloping.
Moreover, as marginal savings are decreasing, the marginal wage increase that restores the zero-prot
condition is decreasing, as well. Hence, the square dotted curve is concave.
Finally, consider the region dened by cuto choices
the square dotted curve is downward sloping.

Ju

such that

Ju > Iu .

As Figure 4.

shows,

If rms choose any of these tasks as their equilibrium

cuto, companies' disavings cause marginal costs to increase. This marginal costs rise induces a fall
in the zero-prots wage, so that the zero-prots condition is restored. Furthermore, since the inequality

wnt,u (Ju ) < wu∗ β0 t(Ju ) holds for any of these tasks,

the optimal oshoring rules are not fullled over this

region either.
Firms' optimal oshoring rules are only fulllled at

Ju = Iu :

incentives for moving to the right and, for cutos greater than

Iu ,

for cutos lower than

Iu ,

they have

they have incentives for moving to the

left. Since only tasks to the left of the equilibrium cuto are oshored, oshorability characteristics are
relevant for explaining whether a task is oshored. In other words, tasks with low oshoring costs are
more likely to be oshored, given their skill intensity.
Equivalently, the equilibrium for the skilled tasks is given by the intersection of the circle dotted and
oshoring costs curves. Figure 4. shows that the set of oshored tasks is larger for the unskilled tasks
than it is for the skilled tasks: the extensive margin is larger for unskilled labor.

Since the extensive

margins dier across skill-groups, skill intensities are relevant for dening whether a task is oshored.
In other words, unskilled tasks are more likely to be oshored, given oshoring costs. Let me now dig
deeper into the causes for dierent extensive margins.
Figure 4.

10 See

shows that the extensive margins only dier if the vertical intercepts of the square and

Heshmati (2003)[20], Olsen (2006)[30] and Amiti and Wei (2006)[3], for some examples.
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circle dotted curves are dierent and Appendix 3. shows this result. Note that the vertical intercepts
denote Home's relative wages for each skill group. Therefore, extensive margins dier because the rst
regime's relative wages do not equalize.

Hence, the reasons for dierent extensive margins should be

found in our discussion of the rst regime.
Let me remind the reader that a necessary condition for non-relative factor prices equalization is
the existence of transport costs. Given these transport costs, relative factor prices reect that Home is
a relatively skill abundant country. Therefore, Home's skill abundancy explains dierences in relative
wages and, ultimately, dierences in extensive margins across skill-groups. Hence, a factor proportion
argument generate asymmetric oshoring eects.

As noted in the introduction, presenting a factor

proportion argument without neglecting oshorability characteristics unies existing streams of theory.

Figure 4.

Equilibrium cutos determination.

Let me now turn to the wage implications of service oshoring. To this purpose, I feed the task-market
clearing conditions with the equilibrium cutos and wage of non-oshored task. Figure 5. displays the
results for the skilled workers.

The square dotted curves denote the wage-schedule for these workers

and the horizontal weighted line shows their rst regime's wage.

The intersection between these two,

indicated by a Point and a solid vertical line in Figure 5. determines the indierent skilled occupation,

ihs .

Workers fullling this occupation perceive the same wage in the rst and second regime. Figure 6. is

the analogous for the unskilled workers.
I next draw some intuition about the impact of service oshoring on domestic wages. To this purpose,
I use the

productivity

and

foreign competition eects

mentioned above. Furthermore, I distinguish three

cases, each of which is indicated by a dierent key in Figures 5. and 6.
The rst case refers to workers fullling non-traded tasks, who are located right to the equilibrium
cuto. As shown in both Figures 5. and 6. these workers gain from the ICT revolution because they
benet from the

productivity eect.

In other words, the technological revolution reduces domestic rms'

costs and expands goods production.

This output expansion shifts the demand for non-traded tasks
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pushing their price up. Not surprisingly, service oshoring raises the wage of workers employed in nonoshored occupations.

Figure 5.

Figure 6.

Wage-schedule for skilled workers.

Wage-schedule for skilled workers.

The second case refers to workers employed in oshored occupations whose oshoring costs are relatively low. These workers are located further left in Figures 5. and 6. and indicated by the rst key
from the left.

These workers lose from service oshoring as they are strongly harmed by the

competition eect.

foreign

As noted in the previous subsection, rms get access to their tasks at low eective

prices, so these workers' wages must fall to clear domestic markets in equilibrium.
In addition, notice in Figures 5. and 6. that the

foreign competition eect

does not act with the same

intensity across oshored occupations with low oshoring costs: the cheaper it is to oshore a worker's
task, the more she suers from service oshoring. As noted in the introduction, this is an intuitive result;
physicians are not expected to be equally aected by service oshoring as radiologists are.
Finally, let me consider the third case. This case refers to workers employed in oshored occupations
relatively expensive to oshore.

These workers are located to the left of the equilibrium cuto and

indicated by the middle keys in Figures 5. and 6. Note that these workers supply their labor in nonoshored tasks markets, such as those depicted in Figures 1. and 2. These Figures might mistakenly
take us to the conclusion that the ICT revolution harms these workers; unexpectedly, these workers gain
from service oshoring.
The key point is that Figures 1. and 2. do not consider the
the output level to equal the rst regime's production

productivity eect

more than they suer from the

summarized in Figure 7.

Yj1 .

productivity eect,

as I have imposed

However, these workers benet from the

foreign competition eect.

These two eects are

which displays the market equilibrium for an oshored task

i00j

with high

00

oshoring costs. The heavy weighted curves denote the second regime's demand for task ij , as in Figure
2. The square dotted curves represent the same demand, as the second regime's output level

Yj2 > Yj1

is

imposed.
Figure 7.

disentangles the

productivity

and

foreign competition eects.
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,

To this purpose

it makes

use of a non-oshored task, whose

foreign competition eect

equals zero.

The tag F.C. corresponds

to this eect, which is given by the vertical distance between the prices of the non-oshored task and
the oshored task

i00j .

The tag Prod.

refers to the

productivity eect,

given by the vertical distance

between the prices of the non-oshored task in the rst and second regimes -the former is also

wE ,

its

wage from Figure 3-. Figure 7. emphasizes that oshored tasks with relatively high oshoring costs gain
from service oshoring because their

productivity eect is larger

than their

foreign competition eect.

Figure 7.

Productivity and Foreign Competition eects.

Let me now compare the wage-schedules for unskilled ans skilled workers, given by Figures 5. and
6.

Note that the proportion of skilled occupations gaining from the ICT revolution is greater than

the proportion of unskilled occupations. This result matches Crino's empirical evidence presented in the
introduction. Crino found positive correlation between wage and employment changes at the occupational
level. Furthermore, the probability of nding a positive employment response was increasing in skill levels,
given oshoring costs. Hence, the proportion of occupations for which wages have increased is expected
to increase with skill levels, as well. This is the result that yields the comparison between the considered
Figures.
In addition, Figures 5. and 6. show that the proportion of occupations losing from service oshoring
is larger for unskilled labor and Appendix 4.

shows this result.

Furthermore, there are dierences in

wage-losses for unskilled and skilled workers, given tradeability characteristics. In particular, unskilled
losers lose more than skilled losers.

Summarizing, since Home is a skill-abundant country, the ICT

revolution more strongly harms unskilled workers than skilled workers.
To conclude, the comparison of the rst and second regimes shows that both skill levels and tradeability features are relevant for determining whether a task is oshored.

Furthermore, the two labor

dimensions are relevant variables in assessing whether workers fulllling an occupation gain or lose from
the ICT revolution. In the next section, I present a simple retraining model, which allows me to nd
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the occupational employment responses to service oshoring. To this purpose, I feed this model with the
wage-schedule displayed in Figures 5 and 6.

5

The Retraining Process

In this section, I present a simple retraining model, which yields the employment consequences of service
oshoring I carefully study in the next section.

As seen in the last section, service oshoring creates

wage dierences across tasks with the same skill intensity. Therefore, workers might nd it protable
to invest in specic human capital and switch to a better-paid occupation. Occupation switching then
yields employment responses to service oshoring: employment increases in the non-oshored tasks and
falls in the oshored occupations in which there is retraining.
As for retraining, workers make two decisions. First, they decide on whether to invest in retraining or
keep their old jobs. On the one hand, retraining allows workers to fulll non-traded tasks, the occupations
with the highest returns. On the other hand, retraining entails costs, so it forces retrainees to foregone
part of their incomes. Second, retrainees design their retraining plans. In particular, they decide on the
duration of their retraining programs

R,

and number of retraining hours per period,

ht .

As a preview of the results, workers' heterogeneity will generate dierent retraining decisions.

In

particular, a worker's retraining decisions will depend on her pre-ICT revolution occupation and ability
to retrain.

A worker's pre-ICT revolution occupation determines her value of the retraining option:

the higher the wage dierence between the worker's and a non-oshored occupation, the more she will
be willing to retrain.

Therefore, only workers whose occupations have a suciently low return will

accomplish the human capital investment.
Furthermore, workers within the same pre- ICT revolution occupation dier in their abilities to
retrain. In particular, the retraining productivities of the
distributed according to a c.d.f.

gij (.)

with support

workers whose productivity is lower than
across tasks, then

ah .

Lj

(aij , āij ),

workers fullling the
where

h

gij (a )

j -skilled

task

i

are

indicates the proportion of

I assume for now that individuals are identically distributed

aij = a ; āij = ā and gij (.) = g(.) Y j (s, u) Y i (0, 1) and Y ah (a, ā).

In other words,

the rst regime's labor allocation across tasks is independent of workers' retraining productivities.
The assumption on equal distributions across tasks is in line with the characteristics of my setup: a
perfect competition-world, in which labor return equals its marginal productivity value and agents do
not expect the ICT shock. I break the latter in Section 7. in which I introduce a public sector augmented
with expectations. As I show below, this government is willing to generate an ex-ante sorting of workers
across occupations.
Without loss of generality, I assume that workers' worklives equal
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T

periods. Furthermore, in order

to simplify the decision-making process, I follow Ben-Porath's (1967) seminal paper on human capital
investment. In particular, I make the same assumptions as Ben-Porath, which are the following:
1. Individual utility is not a function of activities involving time as an input.
2. An amount of time per period, normalized to

1,

is allocated to activities producing earnings and retraining.

3. Complete asset markets: borrowing and lending takes place at a constant rate

r.

Under these assumptions, workers base their retraining decisions on their lifetime income. Therefore,
a workers retrains if and only if the discounted value of her lifetime income is greater under the retraining
option than it is under the non-retraining option. Let me for now postpone the retraining-non retraining
decision and analyze workers' optimal retraining programs. The decision on whether to retrain will follow
from this analysis: workers designing long plans will prefer to avoid retraining and keep their old jobs.
When designing their programs, workers choose the sequence

R

{ht }t=0

and duration

R

that maximize

their lifetime income under the retraining option. In particular, a worker employed in the

i,

whose retraining productivity is

ah ,

h

t
ha
i,j

oRah
i,j

t=0

h

a
; Ri,j

ah ,Ret
Ii,j

ˆ

h

(1 −

=

h
hai,j t )[wj∗ βt(i)]e−rt dt

a ,Ret
Ii,j

hours in period

(32)

t

and

a
Ri,j

wnt,j e−rt dt

+
h

a
Ri,j

is the worker's lifetime income under the retraining option,
h

ˆT

0

h

where

task

maximizes the following expression:

a
Ri,j

(32) M axn

j -skilled

h

hai,j t

is her amount of retraining

is the amount of periods the worker chooses for her retraining plan. Equation

shows the trade-o faced by the retrainee when allocating the xed amount of time per period. As

the worker allocates more of her time to retraining, she speeds the retraining process. However, she must
then spend fewer hours at work−(1

h

− hai,j t )−,

which reduces her labor income for that period.

The retraining technology is given by a C.E.S. learning production function.
their process as they produce
maximizes equation

(33)

θ

eective retraining hours.

Qi,j

Therefore, the worker mentioned above

subject to the following constraint:

(33) θ = Qi,j = ah

where

Retrainees complete


ah
´ Ri,j
0

h
(hai,j t )ρ dt

indicates the worker's number of eective hours and

 ρ1

ρ<1

is a parameter of the production

function, which measures the sensitivity of the learning process to the length of the retraining program.
This learning-production function implicitly assumes two characteristics on retraining.

First, the e-

ciency of the learning process increases with the duration of the retraining program. Let me call this
characteristic the Cramer Assumption.

This assumption relies on a realistic thought: knowledge is
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better assimilated when spread over time, so cramers must spend more hours to obtain the same retraining result.

t.

Second, the marginal productivity is decreasing in hours, for a given a given period

In other words, retrainees become tired after a long learning session, so they produce less eective

retraining per actual hour. Since marginal productivity is decreasing, no worker designs a one-period
plan in equilibrium.
When building her plan, the worker faces a time-constraint on its duration: no retraining program can
last more than

T

periods, the length of any worker's lifetime. I abstract from this constraint when solving

the optimization problem, but I impose it to the unconstrained solution displayed below. Given these
considerations, the optimal sequence

ah
n h oRi,j
a t
hi,j

h

(34) λai,j ∗ =

t=0

wj∗ βt(i) 1 − ρ Rah ( rρ )
1−ρ
)(e i,j 1−ρ − 1)]−( ρ )
[(
ah
rρ

h ∗

a t
(35) hi,j
=

Equation

(34)

is characterized by the following rst order conditions:

rρ
ah
rt
1
θ 1 − ρ Ri,j
( 1−ρ
)
)(e
− 1)]− ρ e 1−ρ
[(
ah
rρ

displays the cost of the marginal eective retraining hour

h

λai,j ∗ .

Due to the implicit

Cramer Assumption, this cost is decreasing in the length of the retraining process. The intuition goes
as follows: the longer the plan duration, the fewer the total amount of hours the worker spends to retrain.
Equation

(35)

displays the optimal number of hours in terms of the duration, for a given period

order to nd this duration in equilibrium, let me plug equation
displayed in

(32).

(35)

t.

In

into the lifetime income denition

I then obtain an expression which depends only on

h

a
.
Ri,,j

Maximizing this expression

yields the following choice:

ah

(36) e−rRi,j [wnt,j − wj∗ βt(i)] =
Equation
The

LHS

(36)

θwj∗ βt(i) 1 1 − ρ −[ 1−ρ ] Rah [ rρ ] Rah [ rρ ]
1
rρ[
] ρ e i,j 1−ρ [e i,j 1−ρ − 1]− ρ
ah
ρ

illustrates the trade o faced by a retrainee when choosing the duration of her plan.

of the equation shows the disadvantage of a long retraining process.

As the plan duration

increases by one period, the worker incorporates later into her new better-paid occupation.
benets one fewer period from the wage dierential. The

RHS

She then

of the equation shows the advantage of

a long retraining plan. As the duration increases by one period, the marginal cost of eective retraining
falls. The worker then foregones less income during her retraining process.
Furthermore, there are workers designing so long retraining plans that their lengths cannot be found
using equation

(36).

For these workers, the marginal benet from enlarging the plan is greater than the
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marginal cost at any

h

a
Ri,j
R.

Therefore, if these workers lived an innite amount of time, they would

design perpetual retraining programs. Since perpetual programs are not feasible, I force these workers
to design

T -period

retraining plans. As shown in Appendix 5. this is their best strategy, conditional on

choosing the retraining option. More formally, I impose the following:

(37)
Equation

(37)

h

a ∗
Ri,j
=T

if :

θ 1 1 − ρ −[ 1−ρ
wnt,j
< 1 + hrρ[
] ρ ]
wj∗ βt(i)
a
ρ

denes the set of workers whose plan length do not solve equation

above, I set these lengths to

T.

Notice in equation

(37),

(36).

As noted

the inequality becomes less restrictive as the

i

index rises. Therefore, employees in this set tend to work in oshored occupations with high oshoring
costs. In addition, the inequality becomes less restrictive as the zero-prot to foreign wage ratio falls.
Consequently, the proportion of tasks falling in the set is greater for skilled labor than it is for unskilled

11 In other words, a higher proportion of skilled occupations is in the set.

labor.

Let me for now exclude the set dened in
plan lengths are obtained from equation

(37) and concentrate on the rest of workers.

(36)

(38) if : −[ 1−ρ
rρ ]Ln[1 −

These workers'

and written as follows:

ρ
r[ 1−ρ
]1−ρ
w

nt,j
ρ
[ ā
θ [ w∗ βt(i) −1]]

h

a
≤T
] = Bi,j

h

h

a ∗
a
Ri,j
= Bi,j

j

h

a ∗
Ri,j
=T

Otherwise
Statement

(38)

is composed by two lines. The rst line corresponds to workers whose retraining pro-

grams are shorter than their lifetime. The lengths of these workers' programs depend on their retraining
productivity and pre-ICT revolution occupation. In particular, more productive workers design short retraining plans. Furthermore, unskilled workers and employees fullling low-oshoring costs-occupations
nish their retraining processes faster.

These workers are in a rush to end their retraining course

because they benet from a high wage dierential by switching occupations.
The second line of statement

(38) corresponds to workers designing retraining plans longer than their

lifetime. In this line, there is a higher proportion of skilled tasks and employees tend to work in high
oshoring costs occupations. The lengths of their retraining programs are not feasible, even though they
can be found using equation

(36).

Consequently, I impose these programs to last

T

periods, which, as

shown in Appendix 5. is their best strategy, conditional on choosing the retraining option.
Let me now turn to the retraining-non-retraining decision. As noted above, workers retrain

only if

if and

their lifetime income is greater under the retraining option than it is under the non-retraining

11 Because wnt,s < wnt,u
w∗
w∗
s

u

, as shown in the previous section.
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option. A worker's lifetime income under retraining is dened by equations

(37) − (38),

which I next

use to calculate the income dierence between the two options. For the worker mentioned above, this
dierence is the following:

h

wnt,j − wj∗ βt(i) −Rah ∗ [ r ]
][e i,j 1−ρ − e−rT ]
r

h

a ,N oRet
a ,Ret
=[
− Ii,j
(39) Ii,j

h

where

a ,N oRet
Ii,j

is the worker's lifetime income under the non-retraining option. From equation

know that this worker retrains

(39),

we

if and only if :

h

a ∗
(40) Ri,j
< T [1 − ρ]
Equation

(40)

states that only workers with suciently short retraining programs decide to retrain.

Therefore, retrainees tend to work in low-oshoring costs-occupations. Furthermore, tasks in which there
is retraining tend to be unskilled occupations. For these workers, retraining is protable because their
after-retraining lifetime is suciently long to recover the human capital investment. Moreover, notice
that workers whose programs are forced to last

T

periods, dened in

(37) and the second line of (38) and

employed in high-oshoring costs occupations, prefer not to retrain.
Besides, equation

(40)

states that the proportion of tasks in which there is retraining is higher for

skilled tasks than it for unskilled occupations.

To the purpose of developing intuition for this result,

let me derive the condition under which there is retraining in an occupation. There is retraining in the

j -skilled

task

i

if at least the most productive workers accomplish the human capital investment. More

formally, this statement is written as follows:

ā ∗
(41) Ri,j
≤ T [1 − ρ]
If equation

(41)

is not fulllled, there is not retraining in this occupation because the plans of less

productive workers are longer than the program of the most productive employees. Furthermore, since
the length of a retraining plan is continuously increasing in tasks' oshoring costs, equation
denes

j -cutos,

(41) implicitly

under which there is retraining. Let me call these cutos retraining cutos, which I

display in Appendix 6. and recover from the following expression:

(42) RIā¯j∗ = T [1 − ρ]

where

I¯j

is the

j -skilled

retraining cuto task. The cutos are increasing in the zero-prot to foreign

wage ratio and the intuition goes as follows: a ratio increase makes retraining more protable, so workers
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retrain in a larger proportion of occupations. The implication of this result is that the set of occupations
losing employment is greater for unskilled tasks than it is for skilled occupations. In other words, the
extensive margins for occupations losing employment is greater for unskilled labor. In the next section,
I use this statement when summarizing the model's employment predictions.

6

Summary Results

In this section, I use the retraining cuto tasks to study the model's employment predictions. Next, I
show how these predictions relate to the empirical evidence presented in Section 2. Finally, I match the
employment predictions to the wage changes found in Section 5. Figure 8. displayed below, summarizes
the results of the model.
The predictions I next present are about employment adjustments on the extensive and intensive
margins of the occupations. As for the extensive margins, the cuto traded and retraining tasks should
be considered. As for the intensive margins, we should focus on equation

(40).

The extensive margins dening the occupations for which oshoring raises employment are determined
by the cuto traded tasks.
groups.

Figure 8.

depicts the sets of occupation that gain employment by skill

The sets are indicated by the square dotted lines located further right on the continuums

labeled Employment. Note that the square dotted lines refer to the most expensive to oshore tasks:
employment increases in these occupations. This prediction is consistent with articles suggesting that
service oshoring generate employment gains for the oshoring countries. In particular, it is consistent
with employment gains for the expensive-to-oshore occupations. Furthermore, the set of occupations
with a positive response is greater for the skilled tasks than it is for the unskilled tasks, as indicated by a
larger square dotted line on the upper continuum. In other words, this paper predicts that the two labor
dimensions are relevant for understanding the eects on service oshoring. This result matches Crino's
empirical evidence showing that the probability of a positive employment response increased with skill
intensities, given oshorability features.
The extensive margins dening the occupations for which oshoring reduces employment is determined
by the retraining cuto tasks. In Figure 8. the sets of occupations that lose employment are indicated by
solid lines with dierent weights. Note that the proportion of occupations losing employment is greater
for the unskilled tasks than it is for the skilled tasks: the unskilled retraining cuto task is lower, as
discussed at the end of the last section. This prediction matches the empirical evidence suggesting that
service oshoring creates employment losses for easily ohorable occupations. Furthermore, this result
matches the evidence presented in Crino's article, in which the negative employment responses were
concentrated among the unskilled occupations.
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In addition, the article makes predictions about the employment adjustment on the intensive margins.
These adjustments are expressed in rates of change and indicated by dierent weights in Figure 8. As
we move left on the continuums, the lines become heavier weighted:

easily oshorable occupations

have higher rates of employment losses. The proof for this result is given by equation

(40).

Notice in

this equation, the proportion of workers fullling the inequality decreases with tasks' oshoring costs.
Furthermore, this proportion is greater for unskilled labor, given two occupations with the same oshoring
costs. Hence, this model predicts that the rates of employment losses are greater for unskilled occupations,
given tradeability characteristics.
Let me now turn to the wage-results. As depicted in Figure 8. unskilled tasks are more likely to have
losers than skilled occupations. In addition, Figure 8. replicates Section 4.'s results: unskilled losers lose
more than skilled losers, given oshoring costs. However, losers and winners are not fully determined by
their skill group: employees suering from wage losses tend to work in low oshoring costs occupations.
Finally, Figure 8. shows that the model matches the little empirical evidence on wage-responses because
it generates positive correlation between wages and employment changes at the occupational level.

Figure 8.

Summary of results.

7

Extension: The Role Of Public Policy

This section aims to link expectations on the ICT shock to ex-ante outcomes. In this attempt, I do not
fully characterize the equilbrium of an oshoring model with forward-looking agents. Moreover, deriving
such an equilibrium might require a large departure from this setup. However, this paper provides a simple
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benchmark to describe some channels through which expectations and ex-ante outcomes are connected.
Therefore, I use this benchmark to study public policy implications for a well-informed forward-looking
government.

Hence, the goal of this section is two-fold: to establish a link between expectations and

ex-ante outcomes and to study the role of public policy.
Several authors argue that the ICT revolution requires a change in the direction of public policy over
two dimensions: educational policy and welfare programs. As for educational policy, these authors claim
that providing more traditional education is not the right answer to the ICT revolution. In particular,
Krugman (2011)[24] argues that college degrees do not guarantee good jobs and Blinder (2009)[10]claims
that a college degree may no longer be a panacea.

12 According to these authors, educational policy
13 and knowledge to fulll hardly-tradeable

should instead provide students with high retraining skills

occupations. This article shows that retraining skills are relevant and that hardly tradeable-occupations
have the highest returns. Hence, this paper supports Krugman, Blinder and Baldwin's ideas.
As for welfare programs, these authors claim that public policy should provide a safety net and
seriously engage in retraining programs.
this public policy dimension.

The content I present in this section should be placed in

I follow Baldwin, who argues that public policy should protect workers

rather than sectors, and consider a worker-specic transfer system. Furthermore, I follow Blinder, who
proposes an improvement of federal job training programs, and search for a transfer system that improves
the eciency of the retraining process. Hence, I make an eciency argument for a welfare program.
In the following, I study the transfer system carried out by the well-informed forward-looking government. In particular, I analyze the labor allocations this government aims to implement. Among the

14 the Pareto ecient maximize aggregate lifetime income, given occupations' total

feasible allocations,

employment levels. In other words, a transfer system allows the government to implement a sorting of
workers across tasks, such that aggregate income is maximized. I next search for necessary conditions
on the sorting of workers, so the considered allocations are Pareto ecient. Even more important, these
allocations represent Pareto improvements with respect to the market-induced allocation, displayed in
Section 3.
We are now ready to dig into the analytics. To the purpose of nding the lifetime income maximizing
allocation, let me distinguish two sets of tasks. First, consider the set of tasks in which workers do not
retrain. In this set, there are non oshored tasks. Furthermore, there are oshored tasks because some
of these occupations are associated to perpetual retraining plans, independent of workers' productivities.
In particular, consider workers' lifetime incomes in this set. These lifetime incomes are written as follows:

12 Along these lines, Baldwin (2006)[5]does not think that governments should prepare students for
13 By retraining skills I refer to the exibility mentioned by these authors.
14 By feasible allocations, I mean allocations that can be implemented through the transfer system
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more analytic jobs.

h

a ,N oRet
(42) Ii,j
=

h

a ,N oRet
(43) Ii,j
=

Equation

wnt,j
[1 − e−rT ] Y i ≥ Ij Y j  (s, u)
r

wj∗ βt(i)
[1 − e−rT ] Y i ≤ Ij with no retraining Y j  (s, u)
r

(42) refers to a worker employed in a non-oshored task and equation (43) refers to a worker

fullling an oshored task, in which no worker retrains. Note that these workers' incomes do not depend
on their retraining productivities.
Second, consider now the set of tasks composed by the rest of occupations, in which at least one worker
retrains. This set is non-empty because the government lets some retraining happen when maximizing

15 The lifetime income of any of these retrainees is written as follows:

aggregate income.

h

a ,Ret
(43) Ii,j
=

wnt,j − wj∗ βt(i) −Rah ∗ [ r ]
w∗ βt(i) wnt −rT
−
e
+[
]e i,j 1−ρ
r
r
r

Y i ≤ Ij with retraining Y j  (s, u)
h

Notice in equation

(43)

that

a ,Ret
dIi,j
dah

> 0:

a retrainee's lifetime income rises with her retraining

productivity, as a higher productivity reduces the duration of her plan.
are aected by retraining productivities in the second set of tasks.

Therefore, workers' incomes

Since incomes are not aected

by productivities in the rst set, this leaves room for a Pareto improving policy.

In particular, the

government can increase aggregate lifetime income by assigning high-retraining productivity workers to
the set of retraining-occupations and low-retraining productivity workers to the set of non-retraining
occupations. More formally, let me state:

If a labor allocation is Pareto ecient, the workers with the lowest productivities are
assigned to the tasks in which retraining does not happen. Furthermore, allocations in which these workers are assigned to non-oshored tasks and occupations with perpetual plans are weakly Pareto ecient
allocations.
Characterization:

Notice that going from Section 3's to a Pareto ecient allocation has redistribution implications. In
particular, some of the most retraining productive workers are worse o because they are taken from nonoshored to oshored occupations. However, the transfer system allows the government to compensate
these workers. In particular, the government should collect taxes from the least productive workers and
transfer some of the tax revenue to the most productive employees.

15 The

reason being that workers retrain only if retraining increases their lifetime incomes.
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Besides, note that the characterization displayed above does not require any assumption. However,
the characterization has nothing to say about the sorting of workers across occupations in which retraining
takes place. In the following, I oer a ner characterization. In particular, I investigate the conditions
under which conditions high productivity workers should be assigned to tasks in which retraining tends
to occur more often -occupations with large wage dierentials-. Let me call this property, the decreasing
monotone property because productivities decrease as we move towards high-i occupations, in these
allocations.
On the one hand, a government implementing these allocations raises retraining productivity in low-i-

16 On the other hand,

occupations, which induces a fall in the programs lengths associated to these tasks.

this policy induces productivity falls and plan duration increases in high-i-occupations. Therefore, the

17 more than

productivity relocation is income maximizing if the income rise for the low-i occupations
compensates the income loss for the high

i

tasks. In other words, a decreasing monotone allocation is

h

a ,Ret
dIi,j
lifetime income maximizing when
dah di

<0

. Appendix 7 shows that this condition holds

if and only

if :
(44) σ =
where

σ

1
wnt,j
> ∗
ρ
wj βt(0)

measures the sensitivity of a worker's retraining expenditure to the length of his retraining plan.

As understood from the learning production function displayed in
more sensitive this worker's retraining expenditure is. Equation

(33),

(44)

the greater this measure, the

ensures that the induced income

rise in the lowest-i occupations is suciently large. This holds if the expenditure of workers employed
in these occupations, and then their lifetime incomes, are suciently sensitive to
higher sensitivity guarantees that the income rise induced by a lower
compensates the income fall induced by a higher

Ri,j

Ri,j

R.

In particular, a

in the low-i tasks more than

in the high-i occupations.

Finally, let me comment on the transfer system that would implement the allocations mentioned in
this section. This system pursuits two goals: to ensure that every agent is better o and to generate the
right incentives so that workers sort into the desired occupations. To this respect, the transfer system
is suitable for a broader interpretation. In particular, an unemployment insurance system would fulll
the same goals, if it is properly tailored. Therefore, a government that is able to distinguish workers'
productivities can tailor the system and generate Pareto improvements. An interesting question then is
how asymmetric information alters the eciency of public policy in this context. I propose this question
as a line for further research, in the next section.

16 With respect to the
17 -induced by a lower

allocation in Section 3.
plan duration-
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8

Conclusion and Lines For Further Research

The ICT revolution allowed for trade in services and unnished goods at low transportation costs.
Therefore, the revolution altered the form of international competition, which currently happens among
individuals, and not among rms from countries with comparative advantages in dierent sectors. This
paper approaches theory to empirical work on the eects of the ICT revolution.
In particular, this article shows that old theory tools can be combined with modern frameworks in
approaching theory to a heated empirical debate. Empiricists debate on which the relevant characteristics for an occupation's propensity to be oshored are. Some authors argue that skill intensities are more
important that tradeability characteristics and call the old comparative advantage law to understand
employment losses. A dierent stream argues that the ICT revolution caused heterogeneous oshoring
costs reductions within occupations of similar skill intensities. This streams highlights the role of tradeability characteristics and claims that a considerable amount of oshorable jobs will be lost to service
oshoring. However, recent empirical evidence unies the two streams for the U.S. white-collar population, as it claims that tradeability and skill characteristics are relevant. In this model, the two labor
characteristics determine an occupation's propensity to be oshored. Furthermore, the two dimension
determine the employment implications of service oshoring at the occupational level. Hence, this paper
rationalizes recent empirical evidence on employment.
Furthermore, reconciliation between theorists and empiricists requires a wage-employment model,
which I have proposed. Besides rationalizing evidence on employment, the model addresses a theoretists'
concern, which has been inherited from the old Stolper-Samuelson tradition. In particular, the model
claims that skilled workers are more likely to benet from wage rises, and unskilled workers more likely
to suer from wage-losses. Therefore, this paper answers the question on who loses from trade in terms
of wages.

However, wage responses to service oshoring are not fully explained by skill-levels, which

makes the results more intuitive and consistent with the little empirical evidence on occupational wages.
Much work remains to be done on the economic eects of the ICT revolution. On the empirical side,
the main constraint is the availability of data. There is little work on the service oshoring implications
for developing countries. In particular, it would be interesting to observe the behavior of occupational
wages for large service exporters, such India or China. This behavior might dene development strategies
for these countries.
Furthermore, this paper opens up a line of research linking expectations on the ICT revolution and
ex-ante outcomes. This link has not been exploited. Moreover, the link is of a great importance, given
that the ICT revolution occurred in the 1990's, a period of frequent economic changes, in which the
information already owed at a high speed.

In this context, it seems hard to argue that agents were

myopic and did not form any expectations on the ICT shock. Particularly interesting would be to study
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how a decentralized mechanism can generate dierent ex-ante outcomes when every agent is forward
looking. In addition, the article questions the role of public policy in the context of an ICT world. Many
questions remain to be answered on this role. As mentioned above, it would be particularly interesting
to see what the role of information in shaping this role is.
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Appendices
•

Appendix 1.

This Appendix shows that when Home is a large country, Home's wage rates can be solved in terms
of countries' labor endowments, technologies and the transportation cost measure.When Home is a large
country, the relative price of the skill-intensive good must equate Home's excess supply to foreign's excess
demand augmented by the transport cost measure. If consumers have identical Cobb-Douglas preferences,
and considering countries' supplies given in equations

(12)−(15), this market-clearing condition is written

as follows:

ALs − α
where

I = A[pT Ls + τ Lu ]

and

I
I∗
=
τ
[α
− L∗s ]
pT
τ pT

I ∗ = [τ pT L∗s + L∗u ]

are countries' incomes under

(17) − (20)

and balanced

trade.
Then the relative price that solves for market clearing is:

pT = [

Aτ Lu + L∗u
α
]
][
1 − α ALs + τ L∗S
; therefore:

ws =, then : A[

α
Aτ Lu + L∗u
][
]
1 − α ALs + τ L∗S
and

wu = Aτ

•

Appendix 2.

This appendix shows that all j-skilled tasks must have the same price in equilibrium. If there were at
least one task

i0j

with a strictly higher price in equilibrium, the supply of the remaining tasks would be

zero. However, no demand for a task is zero, unless its price goes to innite. Moreover, the price of tasks

ij 6= i0j

cannot go to innite, as there is at least one task

cannot be any task

i0j

i0j

with a larger price i. Consequently, there

with a strictly higher price in equilibrium: all tasks must have the same price.
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•

Appendix 3.

This Appendix shows that if
sectors at

ws
ws∗

wu
∗ , then
wu

<

Iu∗ > Is∗ .

First, evaluate the expression

wnt,j (Jj )
wj∗ βt(Jj ) in both

Iu :

ln(

wnt,u (Iu )
∗ βt(I )
wu
u

=e

[

´ Iu
wu
∗ )−ln(β)− 0 ln((i))
wu
]
1−Iu

ln(

=1<

wnt,s (Iu )
ws∗ βt(Iu )

=e

[

´ Iu
ws
∗ )−ln(β)− 0 ln((i))
ws
]
1−Iu

where the inequality for the low-skilled case comes from the denition of equilibrium and the inequality
from

ws
ws∗

<

wu
∗ .
wu

Iu∗ 6= Is∗ ,

It follows from the inequality that

wnt,s (Js )
derivative of
ws∗ βt(Js ) with respect to

Js ,

w

t0 (Js )is

non-strictly positive for

To nd this out, take the

and nd:

(Js )

nt,s
wnt,s (Js ) ln( ws∗ βt(Js ) )
[
∗
ws βt(Js )
1−Js

As

Iu∗ > Is∗ or Iu∗ < Is∗ .

then either

Js > Iu t

−

t0 (Js )
t(Js ) ]

, this shows that

wnt,s (Js )
ws∗ βt(Js ) decreases for any

Js > Iu ,

and

the equilibrium cannot be in that region.

•

Appendix 4.

This Appendix shows that there are more winners and fewer losers for the high-skilled case.
worker

h

employed in task

i

and sector

j

The

who earns the same wage rate with respect to the rst regime

is dened as follows:

wj∗ βt(ihj ) = wj ⇐⇒
Since we have that

•

ws
ws∗

<

wu
h
∗ , then is
wu

< ihu ,

wj
wj∗

= βt(ihj )

there are more losers among the low-skilled workers.

Appendix 5.

This Appendix shows that the best strategy for workers whose retraining programs are longer than

T

periods in the unconstrained problem is to set the duration to

(36).

T.

Consider the F.O.C. dissplayed in

The marginal net benet from increasing the duration of the program is:

θwj∗ βt(i) 1 1 − ρ −( 1−ρ )
ah
ah
r
1
rρ[
] ρ [1 − e−Ri,j ( 1−ρ ) − 1]− ρ − e−rRi,j [wnt,j − wj∗ βt(i)]
ah
ρ
40

The two terms

ah
1
r
θwj∗ βt(i) 1 1−ρ −( 1−ρ )
r ρ [ ρ ] ρ [1 − e−Ri,j ( 1−ρ ) − 1]− ρ and
ah

ically decreasing in

ah
for Ri,j

<

h

a
Ri,j
.

ah

e−rRi,j [wnt,j − wj∗ βt(i)] are monoton-

Therefore, the marginal net benet from enlarging the plan longer is positive

ah ∗
Ri,j
. Hence, the worker can keep enlarging the program and obtain a higher utility while

h

h

a
a ∗
Ri,j
< T < Ri,j
.

•

Appendix 6.

This appendix derives thej -skilled retraining cuto task. Using equations

(38)

and

(41),

the

j -skill

retraining cuto task solves the following:

−[ 1−ρ
rρ ]Ln[1 −

ρ
r[ 1−ρ
]1−ρ
wnt,j
ā
[ θ [ w∗ βt(i) −1]]ρ
j

] = T [1 − ρ]

; therefore:

1

w
iˆj = t0 ([ wnt,j
∗ β ][
j

•

T rρ ρ
[ ā
]]
θ [1+e

1
T rρ ]] ρ
[ ā
θ [1+e

1

ρ
+[r[ 1−ρ
]1−ρ ] ρ

])

Appendix 7.

This Appendix shows that the increase in a worker's lifetime income induced by a higher productivity
decreases with

ah ,Ret
dIi,j
dah di

ρ

i,

under condition

(wj∗ βt(i)

(44).

Taking derivatives, one obtains the following:

− wnt,j )rρ − (1 −

−

w
ah ρ
wnt,j ρ)[ θ(1−ρ)
[ w∗nt,j
j βt(i)

ρ

− 1]] −

ρ
r[ 1−ρ
]1−ρ
w

nt,j
ρ
[ ā
θ [ w∗ βt(i) −1]]
j

=

If condition condition

ρ)(wj∗ βt(i)

wj∗ β
(44)



rρ − (1 − ρ)(wβt(i) −

w
ah ρ
wnt,j ρ)[ θ(1−ρ)
[ w∗nt,j
j βt(i)

holds, this expression is negative for every
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i.

−

1]]ρ

2

!

ah ∗

e−Ri,j

r
]
[ 1−ρ

